S U B J E C T: Request for ASA Historical Documents.

T O: Chief, Army Security Agency
Washington 25, D.C.

1. In order to insure historical continuity and to establish an ASA historical file for reference, it is requested that one copy of the documents shown on the attached list, now on file in ASP-27 Historical Unit, be forwarded to STRAFA, Attention AFSA-14.

2. In view of a shortage of suitably secure containers at AFSA Headquarters, it is requested that this material be shipped in the 3-combination filing cabinets in which they are presently stored, and which should be transferred to AFSA property accountability.

FOR THE DIRECTOR, AFSA:

WILLIAM F. FRIEDMAN
Chief, Technical Division

Inc 1

CC to: 002 (3)
RESTRICTED

List of ASA Historical Documents

1. A Brief History of the Signal Intelligence Service, June 1942, by Mr. William V. Friedman.

2. The Achievements of the Signal Security Agency in World War II.

3. Historical Background of the Signal Security Agency, 3 volumes and supplement.


5. PROJECT HISTORELS. All completed volumes, and others as completed.


7. ANNUAL REPORTS 1945 to date, and as completed, of all organizations.